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Remember WhenSandra Melanson

What we had is no more, changing faster every day;
Shuffling people around the world with no safe place to stay.
Our minds become blurred just trying to survive;
Life no longer meaningful only routine with no drive. 

For each of us is wanting truly the same things;
A home, some food and a family, is what life brings.
There’s no need for destruction or being top dog;
We can all come together, time to come out of the fog.

They’re poisoning our water, our earth and our air;
Life as we once knew it gone forever, now despair.
Money is a disease which infects our every thought;
Truth shall it be told, is survival can’t be bought.

The day will come that our limits have been reached;
Mother Earth and all her wonders forever to be breached.
Hard facts to consider, decisions need to be made;
Human life reconsidered before the sun turns to shade.
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Modern DiseaseTaymaz Valley

Could this be the last time
I see the ocean calm, the birds
flying high, the boats rocking
gently by the dock?

Could it be the last time
the dog barks playfully,
the cat purrs, the hummingbird
floats buoyant in the skies?

Could this be the last time
I see you smile, your lips
part and the words “I love”
soothing my insides?

I’ve seen the future
and it’s a disease ridden
demise, it is death
in a face mask.
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Love in the Time of CoronaTaymaz Valley

I hear screams
when cars pass by,

I hear cries
when there is laughter,

I hear pleads
when I turn on the news,

I hear sobs
as doors close upstairs,

I hear howls
as rain comes tumbling down,

I hear death whispering
over and over again every day.

It is only when you speak
that music plays in my head,
and the pianos and violins,
cellos and tambourines
start to sway and swing
giving me hope for the new day.
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Amanda Earl Procrastination 

Line Breaks Are for End Times

all my characters are waiting for the end
of the world to forgive me for my neglect
I’ve written Betty’s funeral as a scene
to open the book with
but my hand falls to poetry by reflex
and instinct in dark times where hope
is a thing with feathers

They should stop on a dime except
we’re cashless now

The turn in a sonnet is where 
the poet ends

a shortfall because 
we’re out of toilet paper

I’ve lost track of timeAmanda Earl

I’m playing records on an imaginary 
construct in the static of electric revolutions per minute

I have broken every glass I’ve ever purchased
from Ikea 

I’ve lost all Allan keys that unlock the heart of every country song
played in the radios of trucks travelling along never-ending highways

I’m disregarding expiry dates on jam, cheez whiz and turkey gravy

I’m worried about the empty birdfeeders
behind the outdoor classroom at the elementary school

In my dreams I press the elevator button for the 19th floor and the elevator keeps  
going up and up and up past the top floor and doesn’t ever stop rising
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Quarantine DreamingDiane Finkle Perazzo
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I wake in first light of morning
.

The cool air drifts into my open window.
I hear a single crow call in the distance.

Far away, a dog barks twice.

The birds begin to sing their sunrise song.
At first just one or two —

then three.

I think about how peacefully the human world is sleeping,
while sap runs through the wakened trunks and branches

and dark soil murmurs messages of spring.

I wonder what my neighbours might be dreaming.
Or are there some like me,

awake and listening?
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And just for a moment
I tentatively reach out

into the web of energetic filament
that connects us all.

Especially now.

I feel some hearts touch mine,
just briefly; respectfully; thoughtfully.

We are pleasantly surprised
to see each other in that moment.

And then we move on.
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Michel Weatherall The Burden I Bear

A dream before my eyes, flaunted.
It was only her hand I wanted.
A fantasy beyond my reach, taunted.

My candor shared and I was selfish.
She was only meant to be cherished,
But the truth I revealed was careless.

I wanted her desire, not coerced.
I left her in a world for the worst.
With this knowledge I know I am cursed.

Sorrow in a time of Covid.
Driven alone, I know what I did.
Left alone in a future bereft.

It was a truth I wanted known.
This harm, upon her I have sown.
This burden I know I bear alone.

Colin Morton Ready

I do my best to be prepared
though I’m not such a scout I think readiness is all

Half-believe what my senses tell me
know one in the hand for what it’s worth
Every breath of life defies entropy
while spreading it around
What’s left undone is yet to do
yet we did undo some things and move
No gain is final so maybe
readiness is the thing and all
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TodayJagjeet Sharma

…grey clouds hang heavy
over humanity
shaken by COVID-19
 
all around
a certain smell
lingers in the air
escorted by fear
 
it took us by surprise
COVID-19
and its brigade
 
never thought this day
would arrive so fast
predicted many saints,
sages,
astrologers

 

But here I am
here we are
alone
in our homes
to save lives
 
today

…grey clouds hang heavy
over humanity
candles, prayers,
meditation, homams*
calming
reassuring
a normalcy
 

*Homam or havan is a ritual performed by  
Hindus. It is a process of cleansing  
one’s self (material and spiritual).
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Robert Elliott The Intruder

Who are you
The uninvited
To cross my threshold
And claim the unrequited
 
Step foot in my home
With a spirit that taunts
Stain the walls
And the hallways haunt
 
Fog up the windows
Lock the doors
Hope for the best
You to return no more
 
Who are you
The selfish guest
Who takes what they want
Leave nothing for the rest

 

No purchase will you find
I saw you from away
Go back whence you came
No profit here today
 
We stand against you
And hold no fear
See our backs turned
You have no welcome here
 
Return to your own
With your selfish plight
For we will sleep safely
In our own good night
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Tuesday

Thursday

 J. Michael Freiwald

alarm, work, netflix, bed
alarm, work, netflix, bed
alarm, work, netflix, bed
alarm
   Work

teleworkers out to play
at the dog park
with their neighbors
dew tucks mud
it’s spring tomorrow
potential for tomorrow
evening and thereafter 
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Lillian Kruzsely Concurrent Opposites

A mom leaves her estate every day to go 
grocery shopping as a student does not 
leave his studio apartment until further 
notice.

A government sits on an Easter weekend 
for the first time in history as its citizens 
are asked to avoid celebratory gatherings.

A fleet of snow glides over a city as 
the spring magnolias wither from the 
sweeping cold.

A sea of economic turmoil looms over 
some as others flaunt fiscal prosperity. 

A family dog lets a sigh of comfort out on 
the couch as a local business waits on 
hold to stay afloat. 

A privileged few eat duck as a senior sits 
at a dinner table thankful for having beef 
in the freezer before prices increase.

A pair of lovers a world apart wait to be 
reunited as others have their weddings 
cancelled.
 
A person realizes the impact of their 
actions as a novel virus is put to the test 
of humanity.

A wind of change looms over a world 
blanketed in resilience as the sun extends 
the greeting of another day. 
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boomerang kidsGloria Guns

ran into the boys while they smoked outside the Wild Wings
i was running some chores and errands for my mom
the car radio and dad’s beer is all we need
to throw ourselves a party when we’re sixteen
 
we once got kicked off the Berry-Go-Round
for goofing off, we were standing on the rails
i just wanted to make the world stop spinning
 
they say that we must wait our turn
and we should just do as we are told
but time has played a trick on me
with zits and wrinkles all at once
 
we all went to college like our parents said we should
took out student loans because the payback would be good
came back home with that paper in hand
but the game had changed, they said the market wasn’t doing well
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dad said it’s fine, they’ve left my room the same
no one minds while I get back on my feet
these months somehow both crawl and fly by
 
we boomerang back
 
ran into the boys, they were still outside the Wild Wings
mom said i should go out for some air
the car radio and dad’s beer is all we needed
to throw ourselves a party when we were sixteen
but now we’re twenty six and we’re still here
now we’re twenty six and we’re still here
now we’re twenty six and we’re still here
and now we’re thirty six and we’re still here
 
coddled, complacent
entitled and unsure
the want ads are vacant
we’re supposed to wait our turn
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Cyril Dabydeen A Life of Crows (A Sandy Hill poem)

Whoever we may have become
watching the crows circling
the house and making
loud cawing noises.
 
A caterwaul, believe me, sounds
for whoever else is listening,
as my neighbour said it’s only
about those dying.

He would take his dog outside
and look out for everyone—
what the crows know best,

birds’ ways no less, or it’s about
something else as ethologists
like Konrad Lorenz couldn’t tell.

Words left unsaid—
about my neighbour, Manuel,
long gone, broken by illness—
crows looking over now.
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J. Michael Freiwald Theme

through the warehouse window and
all the trust fund peoples
there’s a jukebox and
he’s got a coin to make it stop
it’s a damn cold capital night
the flame it sparks but never lights
don’t know how but they’re on
the last bus from rideau street
tonight
 
you’ve cast the role before
we’ve all been there before
 
there’s a stranger in the mirror
first, he blurs but then disappears
promise it’s not a warted midget man
fucking with the tight ropes
in my head
 
you’ve cast the role before
we’ve all been there before 
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Dow’s LakeDavid Brennan

I read “A falling knife has no handle”-
So I stay in the drawer
and walk home down a damp trail
Past the geese in the lake, huddled and squawking
their night business
 
I’m coming to our door collected-
In step now,
for all the nights I didn’t
 
The shiner of youth loses shine something quick-
Black eyes in your 30’s last longer
 
A knife in the drawer is better-
I’m safe from the blade
 
It’s a long walk
But even damp trails run dry
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Yaneka McFarland Frank st.

Saturday 
behind white veranda doors 
call it our last touch 
 
Not an early bird 
still I sang for you
 
Until the morning muted us
 
Made 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner
the Last Supper set for two

My forked heart hit the plate  
and the sharp knife hid from view 

Eating a silence loud as god

Bottled
a tempest to let it brew 
but champagne pours a golden truth
 
We knew and so drank 
drink, drunk 
 

Cheers to I love you  
 
Sitting 
on the molding balcony
on the wall that we built 

Splitting a cigarette   
two stories high 
 
Speechless like we had the time 
 
Sunday
the morning spent disguised
I’m in your door dropping eyes 

At that place I saw you last 
where we couldn’t say goodbye 
 
On Frank st.
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The Lighthouse Misses the OceanEmily Carrigan 

For the lighthouse that stood on the coast of Cape Race, Newfoundland for 50 years before being replaced, 
moved to Nova Scotia and finally retired to the Science Museum in Ottawa, Ontario.  Because we both know 
what it’s like to miss the ocean.

My dearest
I haven’t seen you in so long
my heart lies within me cold as metal
hasn’t felt the pull and tug of your currents
misses how you always brought movement to all that was still
 
my love, where have you gone
no, where have I gone?
 
everything is strange and loud here
not loud like you are loud 
like you are fierce and bold
your voice a roaring lion commanding her presence
 
this is loud like chaos 
like being smothered 
like I can’t breathe in this place
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this place is a desert
I mean 
you are no where in sight
no salt spray
no seaweed wrapped rocks
too slippery for even the bravest of soles to cross
no sunshine reflecting off your surface
doing my job in the daylight
 
I miss you more than my heart can handle
like it’s going to burst with the loss of you
or sink under its weight
or just grow cold, like metal 
 
when they brought me here
they took out everything 
left me hollow
made me a monument of what I was
 
a reminder 
of light in the darkness
of hope that home 
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For TodayBrooke Danielle MacDonald

’Twas a night in late April, 
And all through the ‘Twa, 
Not a creature was stirring, 
All abiding quarantine law. 
 
The parks remained closed, 
Nightclubs and bars shut down too, 
As did music venues and patios, 
Even on Elgin - with its new cobblestone ‘do! 
 
Neighbours would question, 
An extra car parked outside, 
As most social gatherings 
Turned to online mediums to survive.
 
But new funky spots, 
Like Heartbreakers and Spark Beer, 
Relied on support-local vibes, 
And delivered at-home ‘za and cheer.
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The days at the office, 
For most, were on hold, 
Pantless zoom-meetings in the living room,
With breaks to make bread - was it knead and then fold?? 
 
This uncomfortable shift, 
Which most hope is not the new norm, 
Is still harder for those on front lines 
Or in a senior citizens dorm. 
 
All life is equal, 
We must all play our part, 
Our luscious-haired leader
Told us each day: use your head and your heart. 
 
And as the days grew longer, 
And as the temperatures rose, 
We relished in sunshine on the face
And biking down new, no-car roads.

Re-connecting with others, 
Or learning to survive one’s own self,
We don’t know what next week holds,
But for today - I’ll reorganize that shelf.
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Britannia, If Only In Dreams Rebecca Judd

Raw cuticles gasp, their environment reflected 
Shredded to shit by teeth that need flossing. 
I observe this with eyes that need rest. 

Mantras old and new paint the walls 
On thirty different shades of cardstock, 
Fraying separately as they stretch towards 
Sunbeams unforgiving against OfficeMax ink. 

We must speak when not spoken to among misinformation 
We are forces of nature restricted to torn wallpaper, shoddy tile 
To someone, we are something - a relic of community 
These are whispers that I keep. 

Somewhere down the line 
Freckles will again collide 
And these hands I’ve destroyed will learn how to breathe.
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Geoff Wonnacott

Tic toc, tic toc, time again to change our clocks..
Flim, flam, it’s a sham
A worthless change of hands
Tic tic tic, it makes me sick
Toc toc toc, make it stop
It’s a mess it’s a stress
A Circadian interruptus
Fooling with our hypothalamus
Tic toc, tic toc, make it stop
let’s quit messing with our clocks. 
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Jena Dupuis 14.40 mg

Whisper babe,
What sultry secrets lie beneath,
Where blushing cheeks are met with crooked teeth,
These are my deepest desires and darkest truths,
Written on a page or on the tip of my tongue,
Whisper.
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Geoff Wonnacott Epitaph

I can only imagine the future.
I can only imagine the past.
I can only imagine.

John McDonald and there /

and there they were
in the flesh
Uma and J
clearing space
and doing that hand-to-eye
Batman groove thang

dance floor sloppy and dirty
with drinks
on a tab
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Jasmin Bollan 

it’s all too hard
i think to myself.
it would be simpler,
better, easier
if i just led an 
unremarkable existence

if i took the job that
didn’t challenge me
if i stopped pushing myself
to create
if i clocked in and clocked out
checking my brain at the door

but then what’s this all been for?

so i scratch and i claw
and i bite and i struggle
for every last inch,
every last mile.

what’s this life for?
i ask myself
to grow and love
and provide and inspire.
you can’t do these things,
my mind replies with a smile,
unless you allow yourself to ripen
and get up off that tile

don’t go gently into 
that good night
don’t reduce yourself to  
your scars
out of spite
your life should be lived
at the greatest of heights

so look in the mirror.
it’ll be alright.
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Michelle Di Cintio Gardening

It was while I was gardening; I found
a patch of night the sun had forgotten
to sweep away; just a tiny patch
beneath the bush. The dark was the
calm, surreal of 3 am, the leaves 
hosting lost fireflies and loose cricket songs,
all huddled by the roots…
 
It seemed a shame to brush it away, the
tranquil little scene. But the midafternoon
sun burnt my neck and the edges of the 
dark blurred in my vision. I gathered
the robin’s morning song, the scent of
fresh dew and attacked with vigour.
 
I tore out the patch, as stubborn
as a weed and thrust it into the air
to melt away as these things do. I
straightened my hat and dusted off my
gloves and moved from my bush to
the ivy vines, sheltering insomnia in their leaves
and prepared to shake them loose.
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Sarah Bouchereau Breathe

Every ponderous phrase
every syllable 
is a slow breathing beast

Inhale

My gyrating throat seizing 
with incisors like percussion
tearing my lungs 

Exhale

The pressure might asphyxiate
the colour into my cheeks
and blue the whites of my eyes

Inhale

So far outside myself
smoothing the grooves of my smile
purging the breath from my gullet.

Exhale

And still, the eyes rove over me like ants.
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Gregory King Why

I looked to the heavens,
and called out your name.
I listened intently,
but no response came.
I fell to my knees,
and began to pray.
But the sorrow and tears,
would not go away.
My heart filled with anger,
hate and despair.
For you to be taken,
life was not fair.
But with light in a room,
no darkness is found.
The thoughts of his glory
on me did abound.
I understand now,
that all is okay.
For it is God that you’re with,
and with God you will stay.
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robert snikkar Why a New Meter

Why a new meter?
Why even try?
Lie a big lie

It worked for Dr. Seuss
And for Herr Trump
It’s worked before
Made a whole nation jump

Don’t say it in terms
Obscure in extreme
To show them to which
College you’ve been
Tell them in terms
That reach to the heart
Make their blood boil
That is the art

Make it accessible
Simple and pure
Then watch and see
The stadiums roar
Don’t let facts get in the way
Judge their reaction
And hold them in sway
Throw them red meat
Blow your dog whistle

And

Tweet – tweet - tweet
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Nicolas de Groot Stretched

Mom liked cling film
over our little plastic 
bowl, stretched so tight 
it looked like glass: 
an invisible drum. 

Mom would scold me 
as I tapped my fingers 
on it, her precious 
bundle of potato salad 
could not seem 
undone. 

Mom stared in her mirror e
ach morning, stretched her 
face; would beat her cheeks 
with blush, as one would wipe 
up crumbs. 

Mom stretched dough in long 
strands, to bake or braid; she 
stretched her mind, puzzling 
over Milton’s dark flames, 
reaching out for fame – 

She’d stretch those ancient 
songs she learned, long ago 
– would sing them quiet, 
slow; time would undress, lay 
soft in grass, would breathe, 
would flower in sun or snow – 

yet days passed still. She’d 
stretch a smile as morning rose, 
not knowing who to blame. 
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Cheryl Robbins Love

Love is so precious,
To be held with care.
 
Like beauty softly spoken,
As it carries through the air.
 
Under the majestic wings,
Lay await this love.
 
Can it be a whisper,
Surely from above.
 
Its destination, it alights,
And settles, a warm touch.
 
Dark ceases, cold melts,
Then desires so much.
 
Time has no end,
Dreams we can share.

 

Chance has been taken,
For this can be rare.
Eyes show the soul,
Truth is revealed.
 
No lies, no concealing,
So tender, so real.
 
Gently, ever so subtle,
It is exchanged by two.
 
Now to be unspoken,
‘Til it’s known to be true.
 
So sacred, so dear,
Held precious, with care.
 
Ever growing,... so quietly,
As it moves through the air.
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Shirley Moulton Summer Storm

A low growl, implied threat
I glance to the northern sky for a glimpse
Now a presence, materializing
The summer storm goddess
She casts a somber, cold eye on the sweltering city,
     far beneath her unfurling cloud garments
Steel grey, indigo
The snakish wind uncoils, a herald of her approach, the storm
Unleashes the rain, pelting the steaming pavement with its children,
     striking the ground in a demented, swirling dance
To the percussion of bass thunder cracks,
     lighted by a sole electrical flash
Over now, as suddenly as she appeared
She throws a scornful glance over her shoulder
     as she strides to the next valley
Leaving the stunned city, drenched and shaken
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Alyssa Raquel

Your words in my memory
They sing a song like,
“Promise to be friends first?”
Yeah right, say psych!

Don’t you say you love me
You should know it’s cruel
To play it like you do,
And to play me for a fool

But shame on me for,
Falling for a dead man
No cake, just coke
Filling our attention spans

Silly me, silly me
Thinking I’d control you
How could I have tamed you?
You snake in the grass, you

I wonder if you miss me
If you miss the way I feel
Do you think about my body,
Do you think of it with zeal?

Swallowed all that medicine,
Chased it with your bull shit
Do you feel the come down?
My mind and body’s so sick

Cause mean daddy, bad baby,
You were just the same,
As an all-consuming drug,
My own cocaine and champagne

I’m glad you set it up
So I still see you thrice a week
Swallowed all that medicine
I’m still so sick and beat
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“I’d want me to go fuck myself,”
She said, “if I were you,
“I commend your self-worth”
Said the girl without a clue

In the name of higher consciousness
I bit my bottom lip
Bit so hard I tasted blood
I admit it was an ego trip

So here I am attempting
Angry poetry in scrawl
Instead of out there scheming,
How to put your head through wall

Are you ready, sugar?
This is explicit subject matter
Want your fingers in the right spot
And your head on a platter

Cause it’s nice to love and be loved,
But I’d rather feel the sting
Of vengeance, a femme fatale
The dangers I would bring
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Munea Wadud The Stories of the Women Before Me, Told in Song

Mother’s name is synonymous with the word ‘fire’. 
She is all woman – wild hearted and resilient in her ways.
Her favourite tea is orange pekoe with too much milk and sugar.

My sister is a daffodil blooming in the middle of a field of weeds.
She is a creature of the night.
She is a thing they called ‘monster’.
For she loved too easily.

Grandmother likes her mornings cold and her nights warm.
She is the matriarch of the family.
Her vicious tongue knows no boundaries.
She doesn’t take ‘no’ for an answer.

Auntie is a skilled cook and even more skilled swordswoman.
She knows all the ways to skin fish.
To cut cattle.
She has the hands of a butcher and the heart of a wild stallion.

The women in my family are a rare caliber, a different breed, 
They are not to everyone’s liking.
They are strong in taste like dark cocoa and sugarless coffee.
They are as vicious as the windless sea and as angry as Mother Nature herself.
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Marie Vic Flores Salt & Promises

She used to place your words
in a pot and water them with her eyes.
She used to look for your eyes
when her own eyes flood,
because they’ve made her
believe that there are still
safe places to live in.
 
She used to place a bookmark
between the pages when you left,
to remind herself where to continue
reading about you.
 
She used to tell herself that maybe,
she has to flip the pages to return home
from the journey, she hasn’t read.
 
And she’s one of the butterflies now
enjoying the nectar made of salt and promises.
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Lana Crossman KonMari, my love

“We outgrow love like other things and put it in a drawer.” Emily Dickinson

Until one day, we pull love out
pile it on the bed 
look for sparks of joy

Was that one real 
or just the static flash
of a favourite sweater
now stretched and pilled?        

Toss it in the trash 
another man’s treasure
and wonder when it was 
that your wild heart folded
and rolled itself into tidy 
rows of underwear 
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Lana Crossman The lowest setting

Once, I stood behind 
you, pressed my belly 
to your back
rolled clippers over
curves of your head 
raised age mark
sunken scar  
nape’s hollow

But now, here 
on the dark side 
of five o’clock’s 
shadow, grooming 
is too intimate 
an act
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Lana Crossman Niagara Falls

Later, your kitsch would embarrass me.
But then, you were a wonder of my world.

Force of nature, source of power
in a pink print blouse and polyester shorts.

Atop the Skylon Tower we posed for a photo. 
I feigned falling, eyes wide, mouth set in an O.

You laughed, your Clairol-red hair 
frizzy from the mist,

held me, kept me safe. Surprising
strength in your freckled arms.

In the backdrop, Horseshoe Falls
hugged us like a liquid lucky charm.

The sound of the Falls’ brash 
cheers became so familiar

when it was gone, it was the silence
that felt foreign.
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Maggie Woodley Values and Ethics

we see you follow her around
we see you covering her ground
we hear the words you say to her
we hear you push even further
 
we can see you
we can hear you
we all know you
we all fear you
 
your power moves to keep control
you know gaslighting is your goal
she doesn’t have a choice in this
she can’t fight back, her punches miss
 
we can see you
we can hear you
we all know you
we all fear you
 

you drag her through the mud
you make her stand trial
while you just walk away
and leave her in denial
 
now she cannot get out of bed
the image of you in her head
while you just hide behind your lies
and you will never apologize
 
we can see you
we can hear you
we all know you
we all fear you
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Brandon Andovic We Fly Together

Nobody sees the glass heart
That was shattered long ago
I know I didn’t
For in youth is where these scars were sewn
It happened rapidly, the rapids of a canyon
I used to challenge you bitterly
Yet now I am understanding
For you are a caterpillar
Frozen in the annals of time
You entered a cocoon one day
And were locked inside your mind
Because how can a beautiful creature spread its wings
If it was told it would never be able to fly
And so you stayed locked in the maze
Unaware of your natural design
It seems it was he, the very man sworn to protect
You as his blood, you as his most loyal subject
For he was a king in your eyes, but a cruel tyrant unconscious of his own lies
And so he cast out his queen, and then his two heirs
I watched from above and wondered how could he dare
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To recklessly destroy paradise in the blink of an eye
So I joined you in this world, so that together we could fly
Yet I forgot what I witnessed upon entering this Earth
You too hid behind scar tissue, so I knew not how deeply you hurt
So as the years passed and I too entered a cocoon
I began to forget that I could fly too
So we replicated a pain rather than share a story
Unable to communicate that which within our soul lay
For there was a truth that both of us relayed
It was one of remembering that love always guides us to victory
So we parted in uncertainty and misunderstanding
To begin a journey that would reconnect us to healing and understanding
And as I broke free at last from a shell in which long ago I began to hide,
I looked to my left and right, noticed my wings and took flight
The beauty of the sky and the freedom of the wind
It was here I remembered why I returned to Earth to begin with
Full of questions and answers, today I let out a sigh
For I was incapable of helping you understand,
That only together we can take the leap of faith
And once more return to the sky
Wondering and wandering, where you had been
For I had been thoughtless and angry,
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I denounced so many friendships and lovers
Due to the fact that I could not fill my own skin
Yet these chapters had come to a close
A new one was yet to begin
Hoping that you too would understand
That the pain of another does not reflect within
For it was here at long last within the mountains and clouds
I looked to the grassy ground and bellowed aloud
For I saw you, wide eyed and full of happiness and tranquility
You were perched in a nest, your wings were spread and you too, were free
I believe you saw me too, out of the corner of your eye
For it was then a wink and smile greeted me,
Joy and peace entered my heart
And I simply continued to fly
For we are the greatest of allies in this world
This is something that we must realize
For our bond is greater and stronger than the chains
That bound Atlas to hold up the sky

Perpendicular I stand-- 
you stand, shape and form, 
seen or unseen, becoming  
a myriad rainbow without 
colors I have left behind.
 
A lamp-post, a place indeed
to shed light from, but my 
being in darkness only-- 
foreign territory, you see,
I let you know about.

Bracing myself up for it
with heart and lungs, 
a merry-go-round life-- 
never horizontal, but 
becoming time-bound. 

Ageless. A tree. The hard 
ground I stand upon 
with a stronger desire-- 
waving to you only,
I will let you know. 

Branches shaking-- 
in less perpendicular 
space, looking down, 
not up, being myself,  
upright all over again.
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Cyril Dabydeen Perpendicular



Darryl Sequeira The End

There is no sun,
There is no light,
The darkness burns,
The darkness ... it bites.
 
Sing me a song,
Make my ears bleed,
Would you take a bite,
From the hand that feeds.
 
Choose your fate,
Will you stay or go?
Rip through the pages,
You’ve left me alone.
 
Leave me behind,
Save me no more,
Burn the pages,
Seal that door.
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Megan Misztal Portrait of a Window

Monochrome. Interlaced.
Chest like the web
her tongue spins
across her palette.
Blue black blanket
cascading over bird
bones and blissful
brackets (of breast and
bower). The North
Star has fallen and adorns
her. She adorns herself
with it. The guide to
her intakes, the petal
of her nostril, endures
more than we know. 
Skeletal hands spider 
over earth. Her
children will burst from 
her and scatter, leaving
pieces of her everywhere, like 
hair or thought,
fogged pockets of life.
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Christina Bondi guilt holds a violet umbrella

exactly one hundred and ninety-six days 
after They revolted and took control,
i find one,
my first and last one,
to look up at the modified city.

though i know,
know i am meant to convince him
to reach out,
make contact with a violet umbrella,
for his guilt to grow exponentially.

my violet umbrella:
prosecutor,
supernatural-technological hybrid,
instrument 
of dynamism, authority, and dread.

this is my enduring burden,
as I must help fuel the dichotomous city.

guilt holds a violet umbrella,
appears as one body and many bodies,
is forceful,
but just as broken.

They call us all outis.

he only knows that name,
as he drifts,
head down,
through the ruptured streets,
sans home, sans purpose,
with only one grueling memory.

his voice trembles as he speaks,
but he still obeys protocol,
staring straight at my feet,
at the ground that used to be ignored,
the ground that remains the same,
while all else has changed.
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all of me wants to break down,
to tell him
that i too am made of flesh,
am human.

i hear Them laugh in unison.
WE ARE HERE TOO.
WE ARE HERE TOO. 

when the electronically augmented bit  
of silicon
became a part of me,
They too became a part of me.

i hold a violet umbrella,
 but know, 
 so do others.

impulse, necessity, and hope,
for all or any of these reasons,
i let slip:
look up,
look at 
what we once made,
artificial beings with circuit board brains.
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Gabrielle Heroux Second Person

i.

You promised me honesty.
“My dearest,” you said,
like I could be first to you somehow,
the most in any way,
the dearest,
“ask me anything.”
You meant it because you could,
safe and unworried,
because I knew my place,
because I wasn’t brave,
I was careful with us.
But.
I should have asked her name
and how you could love her
and if you thought of her
and if it hurt.
The answers would not have mattered
as much as your voice breaking,
and us along with it.

ii.

It snowed this morning and I thought 
of you
It didn’t last

You once told me you loved winter for 
its beauty
The still loveliness of a sparkling blanket 
of fresh snow at dawn

I watched the snowflakes this morning
Curling softly as the steam from my coffee
And wondered if you still missed it
Thousands of miles away where it only 
ever rained

I wondered if you knew it was snowing
If she had thought to tell you
But then, it didn’t last
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iii.

I thought I would compare him to you
The distance between his dark eyes
And yours
Can be measured in light years

I haven’t yet told him about you
Except
I told him I have never been in love
And that was all about you
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 Livia Belcea Droit Devant

En ce lieu où je tenais ferme auparavant, aujourd’hui je ressens le sol s’écrouler 
sous le moindre poids. 
 
Espiègles sont ces fissures qui menacent mes pas. 
 
Je chevauche, je trébuche. 
Franchir ce méandre m’apprends à courir, ou plutôt, à m’enfuir.
 
Dans ma fugue je rencontre ces champs d’herbe fraîchement fauchée dont l’odeur 
me rappelle des moments qui n’ont jamais existé. 
 
Les ombres de ce que je n’ai pas vécu s’approchent de mon vaisseau, prennent 
place à la barre et envahissent l’orientation d’un chemin inconnu.
 
Mon regard et mon élan fixés droit devant donnent l’illusion que je ne regarde  
pas en arrière. 

Mais je n’ose pas, car regarder en arrière c’est comprendre ce qui n’est pas à  
côté de moi.
 
Le regret, forcé de suivre cet avant, en parallèle, espère un jour retrouver la  
noirceur en cette place où l’horizon au loin rejoins le paradoxe le plus improbable. 
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david cross Eat the Rich

Oh how we shall dance
once the rich have been eaten
Oh how we shall sing
once our problems have been beaten

Oh the love we will share
on that beautiful day
Oh how sweet the air will taste
when the rich have gone away

presidents, kings and queens
prime ministers too
none shall be exempt
from the fiery barbeque

no wars no fights no homeless
no wall street worry
only smiles, giggles and laughter
without the hurry
the population will be smaller
starvation a thing of the past
the need for love taller
as fat bodies burn fast

jokes smiles hugs and kisses
a part of everyday life
i don’t think not one of us
will miss the daily strife

onions garlic and spices
these things are needed
rich probably taste horrible
when our tummies are being feeded

“for what we are about to receive...”
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Rodrigue Cormier

The stream flows into the river and the river flows into the ocean and the ocean travels 
the world. Do not be like the lonely lake that will eventually evaporate. 
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Gregory King Why

I looked to the heavens,
and called out your name.
I listened intently,
but no response came.
I fell to my knees,
and began to pray.
But the sorrow and tears,
would not go away.
My heart filled with anger,
hate and despair.
For you to be taken,
life was not fair.
But with light in a room,
no darkness is found.
The thoughts of his glory
on me did abound.
I understand now,
that all is okay.
For it is God that you’re with,
and with God you will stay.
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Kenzie McCurdy Musical Follies

The slow silky sound of the cello filled the room.
No one noticed her b flat was a little off.
No one noticed on this Friday evening in June.
 
Someone in the seventh row gave a little cough,
but everything else went off with hardly a hitch.
No one noticed her b flat was a little off.
 
During the twelfth bar she twitched at a little itch 
and lost her composure through to bar seventeen,
but everything else went off with hardly a hitch.
 
What happened next was thoroughly unforeseen.
For after she flinched and let out a little sneeze,
and lost her composure through to bar seventeen,
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she slipped off her chair and fell forward on her knees
and she felt around in front of her on the floor.
For after she flinched and let out a little sneeze,
 
A contact lens got loose and popped across the floor.
The cello found the floor with a resounding boom,
and someone in the seventh row awoke in mid snore 
as the slow silky sound of silence filled the room.
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Elizabeth Emond-Stevenson un lapin de ravensbruck

y ont réparé la jambe à new york pendant les 
années cinquantes elle récupérait dans une 
maison à connecticut avec trois chevaux, une 
vache, un cochon et du café frais à tous les 
jours 

sa soeur était là aussi sa soeur qui 
est restée aux états unis avec son 
cancer et son bébé et son nouveau 
mari russe surtout le nouveau mari 
russe 

y ont mangé au automat des
pois et du pâté chinois une 
sauce brune et les cantinières 
avec leurs gants noirs en 
caoutchouc 
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à son départ elle retourne à sa job à l’hôpital 
à son appart proche de l’usine au 
communisme et son char turquoise elle 
retourne avec sa nouvelle jambe et son 
bouchon dentaire et son nouveau anglais 

des fois la largesse de ces 
mémoires est trop petite, ou le 
maigre présent trop large pour 
pouvoir continuer mais elle continue 
quand même ce lapin de 
ravensbruck 

qui a perdu deux fois qui désire 
la solitude mais qui quittera 
jamais la foule son pays et son 
nid 
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Elizabeth Emond-Stevenson Conjunction

you want to 
know the truth 

so do i 

barring none but how? 

(seeking mystical
advice for very best life)
 
the lines are blurred
 
make them 
clear again 
please 

(asking for a friend) 

silver lining better days etc nobody puts 
baby in a corner etc etc

direct all energies this way into a void 
of soft nothings where shit gets real 
(neptune uranus conjunction) 

and kill time before it 
kills you

(messy 
ending) 
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Anthony Lombardo The Covered Well

The covered well 

Has barely any form
Lost beneath the overgrowth 
Hidden from the storm
Shut out from the light of day 
It’s sleepy waters lie
With Angels in the darkness
Like diamonds in the sky

The time has come

To draw up inspiration 
Once lost it’s now well found again
With just participation 
Rising into relevance 
The waters are a wake
To heal the land and quench our thirst
For purpose and for Heaven’s sake

Remember well

The storms we have endured
And continue to with courage 
Love will always have the final word 
Spoken with conviction
Freely given to the stranger
With the spirit of Samaritan
Stare down ever present danger

The covered well.
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David Groulx The Two Mice on the Enola Gay

When the Enola Gay dropped
the bomb there were two
mice on board
They fiddled and the fucked
on the bomb
            and when it
dropped, the mice tumbling
through the air wondered
why fruit would never
grow there again
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David Groulx An Angel for Billy

It was always you Bill
Billy the kid, Billy the wrangler
Billy the never shut the fuck up
and always too quiet
 
Billy the responsible one
sitting at home with dad
watching him drink his Golden Wedding 
to death
 
The wind twisting memories 
outside
 
It was you Billy who stole home heating oil
because your mother was cold
everyday until she died
because your father only ever mixed his
drinks with failure
 
You, Billy
A sailor
you should have been a sailor
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Nicole Quartermain Sediment

Slowly the rock degrades
 Slowly…
  Slowly…
   Slowly…
 Some would argue the rock is unchanged
 Still- unmoving- unwavering- it withstands the current
 Showing no effect as the water crashes against it
 Steadfast as the weight of the world tries with all its might to move it
 Still- unmoving- unwavering

Some do not understand the rock…

Silently the rock deteriorates
 Silently…
  Silently…
   Silently…
 Some would still argue the rock is unharmed
 Strong- unbent- unbroken- it is the pinnacle of fortitude
 Scorning the desperate unspoken pleas for support
Shouting its praise as it’s slowly torn to pieces by the never-ending waves
 Strong- unbent- un… broken
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Someone could have helped…
Saved the rock from the unrelenting battering of the challenges it faced

Shielded it from the silent, secret subjugation of its surroundings
Someone could have prevented this…

Showing its cracks formed by the constant barrage of its expectations
Shards swept by surging swells succumb to the sempiternal storm

Someone could have helped…

Swiftly the rock disintegrates
 Swiftly….
  Swiftly…
   Swiftly…
 Some would argue the rock never existed
 Split- unknown- unseen- it was never a rock at all
 Strength a persona the rock adapted to survive
 Satirically culminating as the final cause of its eventual atrophy
 Split- unknown- unseen

Sediment from pebbles from stones from rocks
Such is the fate of those left alone in their rivers…
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Chelsey Fawcett

We are in a holy war. 
I am the only soldier 
I am the ram that butts heads against all that is holy. 
All is forgiven, for he is merciful. 
But I caught the stones you cast 
And you caught mine 

I piled them 
And you piled them 
And I piled them 
And you piled them 
And I piled them 
And you piled them 
And I piled them 

They built the mountains where we now stand to proclaim the truth. 
Towering over your styx. 
You want to hear me, and I you. 
But I’m too high. 
You’re too low. 
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Can I climb down a mountain I never hiked? 
To your level, to your eye? 
Eye to eye. 
You’re a holy fool. 
I am too you say. 
Forgiven with a price, get down and pray. 
I miss eye to eye. Down the street, on the same path. 
A love still there, keeps us starring. 
How is it we look down at each other if we’re both on mountains?
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